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ABSTRACT
Simultaneous X-ray/UV observations over a full day on 1996 March 14È15 have been made of the

prototypical B0.5e star c Cas using the Rossi X-Ray T iming Explorer satellite and the Goddard High
Resolution Spectrograph (GHRS) on board the Hubble Space Telescope. The GHRS spectra, taken in the
region of the Si IV jj1394È1403 doublet, also permitted the construction of an extremely precise light
curve from a nearby ““ pseudocontinuum ÏÏ region. The continuum UV and X-ray light curves reveal a
pair of X-ray maxima D10 hr apart that coincide in time with UV continuum Ñux ““ dips ÏÏ of D1%. In
the Ðrst paper in this series we attributed the long-term X-ray variations to magnetic activity sites on the
surface of the star that undergo rotational modulation on a D1.125 days period. In the current study we
Ðnd that Ñux and color curves generated from a 33 hr sequence of International Ultraviolet Explorer
(IUE) echellegrams obtained in 1996 January display dip features similar to those in the GHRS data.
Comparing the timings of the continuum Ñux dips and the Si IV line strength variations in both the
GHRS and IUE data sets gives a slightly revised period of 1.123 days for both the UV and X-ray activ-
ities. This strengthens the argument that high-energy activity on c Cas is modulated by rotation of long-
lived structures close to its surface. Analysis of the pseudocontinuum light curves constructed from the
GHRS and IUE light curves shows at least two surprising characteristics for the Ñux dips : (1) the dips
last only D0.3 cycles, which is too brief for rotation modulation of surface features, and (2) their ampli-
tudes increase from long to short wavelengths, which attain a maximum near 1206 The character ofA� .
the variations of the photospheric Si IV line proÐles is unexpected in that the equivalent width Ñuctua-
tions do not correlate with the slow undulations of the continuum Ñux. Moreover, the proÐle variations
do not show an expected blue-to-red migration of microfeatures. We show that the continuum character-
istics and absence of migration of features in the Si IV lines can be explained by the presence of very
cool, optically thin clouds that corotate with the star. Assuming a tilt of the rotational axis of ]45¡ to
the observerÏs line of sight, our model simulations of the two major dips in the UV light curves indicate
that the clouds have radii of a few tenths of a stellar radius and are attached to points on the surface at
low to mid-latitudes on the near hemisphere. These Ðndings support the conclusion of the Ðrst paper in
this series that c Cas is a member of a small group of OB stars that have magnetospheres associated
with X-ray activity.
Subject headings : circumstellar matter È stars : activity È stars : emission-line, Be È

stars : individual (c Cassiopeiae) È stars : rotation

1. INTRODUCTION

For over a century the prototypical ““ classical ÏÏ Be star c
Cas has perplexed observers and frustrated theorists,
exhibiting an array of activities over a large range of time-
scales and wavelengths. These activities include a rapidly
Ñuctuating X-ray Ñux curve (see, e.g., et al.Parmar 1993),
““ submigrating features ÏÏ in the optical lines Ninkov,(Yang,
& Walker long-term variations in the1988 ; Smith 1995),
violet/red emission components of its Balmer lines (Doazan

and both intermediate and long-term variations at1982),
high negative velocities in its ultraviolet resonance lines

et al. & Kaper(Doazan 1987 ; Telting 1994).
This is the second paper in a series concerning a multi-

wavelength campaign in which we carried out simultaneous
X-ray, UV, and optical spectroscopic observations designed
to construct a coherent picture of the activity on c Cas over
timescales of seconds to a day. The original intent of our
program was to monitor the star over a rotation cycle
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simultaneously in all these wavelengths. A last-minute post-
ponement of the launch of a key instrument, the Rossi
X-Ray T iming Explorer (RXT E) satellite, forced us to split
the program into two monitoring e†orts. The Ðrst part of
our e†ort was a campaign with the International Ultraviolet
Explorer (IUE) in high dispersion over a 33 hr interval on
1996 January 18È19. This program was undertaken in con-
junction with optical spectroscopy from several ground
sites. The second was a simultaneous campaign on 1996
March 14È15 using the Proportional Counter Array of
RXT E and the Goddard High Resolution Spectrograph
(GHRS) on board the Hubble Space Telescope (HST ). The
latter provided us with a long series of high time-resolution
spectra in the region near the Si IV jj1394È1403 resonance
doublet.

In Paper I of this series Robinson, & Corbet(Smith, 1998)
we presented a discussion of the X-ray characteristics of c
Cas as observed with RXT E. In this study we found that
the X-ray emission was comprised of two basic components.
The Ðrst consisted of numerous, short-lived ““ shots ÏÏ with
lifetimes ranging from a few seconds to several minutes and
intensities that could reach several times the background
level. The second component was the background, dubbed
the ““ basal ÏÏ component, which varied in strength by as
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much as 40% over a period of hours. The pattern of varia-
tions in the basal X-ray Ñux appears to be related to the
rotational period of the star (about 1.125 days) and is rela-
tively long-lived, in that it is seen in shorter time sequences
obtained by the ASCA satellite 11 days before our March
RXT E observations, as well as in an RXT E data set that
we obtained 6 months later.

In we compared these long-term X-ray variationsPaper I
with Ñuctuations in the UV continuum near 1400 A�
obtained from the GHRS observations. This comparison
showed a very strong anticorrelation between the UV con-
tinuum intensity and the X-ray Ñux, which suggests that the
X-ray emission was closely associated with the source of
UV continuum variability. This association, along with the
rotational timescale of the variations, provided strong evi-
dence that the X-rays were generated near the surface of the
B star rather than in the accretion disk of a hypothetical
degenerate companion, which had been postulated in pre-
vious studies (see, e.g., et al. et al.White 1982 ; Murakami

et al. The analysis presented in1986 ; Parmar 1993). Paper I
suggests that the X-ray shots mark the occurrence of explo-
sive, Ñare-like events that are generated by magnetic insta-
bilities in a localized magnetic complex tied to the surface of
the star. While some of the energy released by these events is
radiated during the shot event, most of the hot (108 K)
plasma produced will expand into an overlying magnetic
canopy and contributes to the long-term basal emission.
The variation in the X-ray emission results from the rota-
tional modulation of these activity complexes across the
stellar disk. How, then, do the UV continuum variations Ðt
into this overall picture of the X-ray source?

In this paper we examine both the GHRS and IUE
observations with the aim of understanding the source of
the UV continuum variations. In ° 2 we discuss the data
reduction, which includes the removal of various instru-
mental e†ects. The general character of the UV obser-
vations, both in the continuum and in the Si IV lines, are
then discussed in ° 3. In ° 4 we examine the evidence in favor
of or against the two basic models : (1) starspots and (2)
corotating clouds of absorbing plasma. The evidence sug-
gests that the corotating clouds are the most probable
source of the continuum variations, so we proceed to esti-
mate the characteristics of these features, including their
temperature, size, height, and average density. The conclu-
sions are then given in ° 5.

2. ULTRAVIOLET OBSERVATIONS

2.1. GHRS Data
The GHRS observations used the medium-resolution

G160M grating and covered 36 centered on the Si IVA�
jj1394È1403 resonance doublet with a spectral resolution
(j/*j) of 10,000. To ensure accurate photometry we
observed the star through the 2A Large Science Aperture. In
addition, because we were searching for dynamic pheno-
mena, we maximized the time resolution by using the
RAPID readout observing mode with 1 s integration times.
In this observing mode, spectra are integrated for the speci-
Ðed time without substepping and are then transmitted
directly to the onboard tape recorder. This allows time
sequences to be obtained with essentially no dead time
between exposures. The brightness of this star resulted in
spectra with 8100 counts diode~1 in the continuum during
each 1 s integration.

Because of the high declination of c Cas, we were able to
arrange observations while the star was in the HST contin-
uous viewing zone. The HST project assigned a total of 14
orbits to this program, each 96 minutes in length. The
observations started at 21 :18 UT on 1996 March 14. The
Ðrst orbit was dedicated to target acquisition and various
calibration exposures. The next eight orbits consisted of 91
minutes each of continuous monitoring separated by gaps
of approximately 5 minutes during which a wavelength cali-
bration exposure was obtained and the instrument per-
formed various internal calibrations. During the Ðnal Ðve
orbits the spacecraft transited the South Atlantic Anomaly
(SAA) during part of the orbit, so the on-target time was
reduced to values as low as 60 minutes per orbit. Alto-
gether, the star was monitored for 1045 minutes out of a
1280 minute total timeline.

During the analysis the observations were corrected for
several instrumental e†ects, including Ðxed-pattern noise,
wavelength shifts caused by the orbital motion of the space-
craft, and wavelength shifts and intensity variations
resulting from the interactions of the detectors with the
geomagnetic Ðeld of the Earth. This latter e†ect is often
referred to as geomagnetically induced pertubations, or
GIMPs. The Ðxed-pattern noise resulted from small di†er-
ences in the gains of individual diodes and was removed
using a high-frequency Fourier Ðlter. The wavelength shifts
were identiÐed by cross-correlating the core of the Si IV

j1403 line with the same wavelength region in the Ðrst spec-
trum in the time sequence. These shifts were dominated by
the GIMP e†ect and had an approximately sinusoidal
variation with a peak amplitude of D0.5 diode widths
(0.035 and a period of half of the HST orbital period.A� )
Some residual e†ects of incomplete Ðxed-pattern noise cor-
rection can still be seen in individual Ñux extractions, for
example, in the line proÐles, but they are negligible in the
integrated pseudocontinuum Ñux curves discussed below.

The most difficult e†ect to correct was the intensity varia-
tions caused by the GIMP. The size of the Large Science
Aperture is designed to match the height of the diodes in the
GHRS digicon detectors. When the focusing Ðelds in the
detectors interact with the geomagnetic Ðeld they cause the
image of the spectrum to drift perpendicular to the axis of
the diode array, so that light from the edge of the aperture
falls o† the diodes. This results in a slight reduction of
detected Ñux. The problem is enhanced by the fact that the
axis of the diode array is not exactly perpendicular to the
dispersion direction of the spectrograph, so the intensity
Ñuctuations become wavelength dependent, with the great-
est variations occurring near the ends of the diode array. In
our data set we found that the intensity varied approx-
imately periodically, with one cycle per spacecraft orbit (96
minutes), and with a maximum amplitude variation of
D0.8%. A complete description of the correction process is
given in the Because of the smoothing involvedAppendix.
in this correction, the minimum time for believable small-
amplitude continuum variations from the star is 30È45
minutes. Figure shows the postprocessed, mean spectrum1
from these data over all observing times.

Each point in our Ðnal continuum light curve consists of
binned information of some 144 pixels and 60 s. With 8100
counts s~1 in the continuum, the theoretical noise-to-signal
ratio is 1.2 ] 10~4. A Fourier analysis of the light curve
shows that the value realized is twice as large as this. Much
of the excess noise occurs in the form of a 1/f-like ““ signal.ÏÏ
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FIG. 1.ÈTime-averaged GHRS spectrum in the region of the Si IV

jj1394È1403 doublet for c Cas.

This signature begins at 10 minutes and rises to 3 times the
high-frequency noise level at a Fourier frequency corre-
sponding to 90 minutes (one satellite orbit). This signal
could be real in the star or it could arise from errors accrued
in our GIMP-Ðltering procedure. A detailed light curve was
shown in and is also exhibited in Figure below.Paper I 8

2.2. IUE Data
Our IUE program was designated as a Key Project for

the ninteenth and Ðnal episode of the IUE satellite mission.
Our observations consisted of 32 high-dispersion, short-
wavelength echellegram images taken roughly continuously
from 13 :57 UT on 1996 January 18 to 22 :51 UT on 1996
January 19. The image sequence numbers are SWP 56590È
56621. The resolution of these data is about 0.05 TheseA� .
spectra were reduced with a prototype version of the
NEWSIPS reduction software & Linsky(Nichols 1996),

which for practical purposes is identical to the version
adopted to produce the Ðnal IUE archive.

The errors from measurements of both continuum and
line Ñuxes of a large ensemble of the high-dispersion SWP
echellegrams of c Cas, processed through the older
IUESIPS software, have been displayed and discussed by

& Kaper These data indicate an rms error ofTelting (1994).
4% both for equivalent widths of strong lines and for the
repeatability of continuum Ñuxes. Although several error
sources a†ecting IUE data do not have a Gaussian distribu-
tion, most of these may be neglected for rapid time-sampled
observations. The NEWSIPS-processed data that we use
have smaller errors that can be more reliably estimated. As
a rule of thumb, the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) per spectral
resolution element can be increased for co-additions of up
through seven like spectra processed through NEWSIPS,
whereas such co-additions are e†ective in improving
IUESIPS data for only three images & Linsky(Nichols

A comparison of line proÐles of images processed1996).
through both systems shows that the S/N in equivalent
widths of strong lines is improved fully by a factor of 2 in
the NEWSIPS systems & Linsky(Smith 1994 ; Nichols
1996).

Because we were interested only in variations of the line
and continuum, we were able to exploit di†erential tech-
niques to obtain the highest feasible S/N from the data.
Therefore, we used net Ñuxes in order to avoid exaggerated
errors at the ends of the echelle orders from the ripple cor-
rection step. In addition, we measured line strengths simply
by ratioing the Ñux under a line to the entire Ñux within the
order. For strong lines of Si II, Si III, C IV, and He II, we
typically determined repeatability errors of 3%È4% with a
conventional technique of estimating a local continuum
over the line. We were able to reduce these errors signiÐ-

FIG. 2.ÈTime history of the integrated UV Ñux within the pseudocontinuum region between 1407 and 1411 in the GHRS time series. The data pointsA�
represent 1 minute averages. Also shown are the integrated IUE Ñuxes for echelle orders near 1400 (middle) and 1250 (bottom). The intensity from severalA�
adjacent echelle orders have been plotted in each curve. Uncertainties in the Ñux levels can be estimated from the scatter of these points. In this plot the time
axis refers to the time from the start of the IUE time sequence. The GHRS time history has been placed on this timescale assuming a rotation period for the
star of 1.123 days. The Ñux levels have been normalized and shifted to facilitate comparisons.
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cantly by measuring the ratio of the Ñux within a narrow
bandpass selected between wavelengths in the far wings of
the lines and the integrated Ñux of all useful wavelengths
within an order. We tabulated the errors in our measure-
ments by determining the median absolute value of the
spectrum-to-spectrum Ñuctuation in these Ñux ratios. These
rms errors were 2.8% for He II j1640, 2.3% for C IV j1552,
2.0% for Si II j1526, 2.6% for Si III j1300, and 2.0% for Si IV

j1403. We have chosen median values to represent the
errors because they are equivalent to the mean values for a
randomly varying set of measures, yet they tend to be insen-
sitive to the presence of occasional real variations from the
star. For example, we Ðnd deÐnite phase-correlated changes
in the Si IV and C IV photospheric lines. In addition, we
discovered a slow, marginally signiÐcant undulation in the
He II line consistent with the rotational cycle. This feature
was not correlated with any other variations discussed in
this paper and accounts for the slightly larger error for this
line than the others.

The practical limit for using IUE data for ultraviolet
continuum photometry is set by the ability of the telescope
operator to place the stellar image at precisely the same
position repetitively within the large aperture in a time
series of exposures. By summing Ñuxes from all available
echelle orders we were able to estimate this photometric
error as ^0.5%. In the analysis given in ° 3, we derive Ñux
ratios. For these indices telescope Ðne-pointing errors then
e†ectively cancel. The rms repeatability errors for these
ratios start out at ^0.4% at long wavelengths and increase
to ^0.9% at short wavelengths.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Intensity Variations
In Figure we show the Ñux variations in the pseudo-2

continuum region between 1407 and 1411 in the GHRSA�

Ñux time series. In deriving this curve we binned the data
into e†ective 60 s integrations and then integrated the Ñux
over 4 which generated data points whose accuracy isA� ,
limited only by the extremely small jitter of the telescope.
For comparison, the Ðgure also shows the UV Ñuxes mea-
sured near 1400 and near 1200 in the IUE data. WhileA� A�
the noise in the IUE Ñux is much larger than for the GHRS
observations, it is clear that the GHRS and IUE curves
have a very similar shape, particularly between hours 15
and 24. This suggests that the features responsible for the
variations are stable enough to have lasted at least 2
months.

The alignment of the GHRS and IUE curves in Figure 2
is consistent with a rotation period of 1.123 days. This is
close but just signiÐcantly di†erent from the value of 1.125
days determined from the X-ray variations studied in Paper

and we have adopted it as the actual rotational period ofI,
the star. If one adopts a rotational aspect of B45¡ from
interferometric imaging of the circumstellar disk of the star
in Ha et al. et al. and a value(Quirrenbach 1997 ; Stee 1998),
of 320 km s~1 for v sin i see also the discussion(Smith 1995 ;
on data preconditioning in ° this rotational period4.1),
leads to a stellar radius of 10 This value is consistentR

_
.

with a somewhat evolved main sequence B0.5 star, as
inferred from its parallax of 190 pc determined by the Hip-
parcos satellite (Perryman 1997).

3.2. UV Color Variations
The broad wavelength coverage of the IUE data allows

us to examine possible changes in the shape of the UV
continuum that might be associated with the intensity
variations. To do this we took the 52 orders in each of the
32 IUE echelle exposures, divided them into groups of four,
and then summed the unÑagged Ñuxes in each of these
groups. This procedure gave an average Ñux at each of 13

FIG. 3.ÈRatios of the integrated Ñux over sets of four adjacent IUE echelle orders centered at the speciÐed wavelengths to the integrated Ñux measured
near j1960 (see ° Each curve has been normalized to its average value and shifted to facilitate comparisons. The rms values shown around the last data3.2.).
point were computed from means of the Ñuctuations of the color time histories.
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FIG. 4.ÈNormalized equivalent widths of the Si IV j1403 line measured
in the GHRS observations (top) and the IUE data (bottom). The timescale
is the same as that used in Figs. and and the IUE values have been2 3,
shifted downward for clarity. The average equivalent width of this line for
the IUE epoch is 1.47 A� .

sample regions ranging in wavelength from 1150 to 1970 A� .
In Figure we plotted the ratios of these Ñuxes to that of3
the longest wavelength sample centered at 1960 Since weA� .
are interested in the variations, rather than the absolute Ñux
ratios, we divided each time sequence by the average Ñux
ratio. These ratios permit a detailed examination of the
fractional changes in continuum Ñux at each wavelength.
The error bars in Figure are taken from the average point-3
to-point Ñuctuations in time. The Ñux ratios clearly show
real changes with time, with the largest variations appear-
ing at wavelengths less than 1300 Comparing these 12A� .
curves with the Ñux variations (Fig. shows a reddening of2)
the spectrum during times of UV Ñux decrease. This behav-
ior might be expected if the region responsible for the varia-
tions has a cooler temperature than the photosphere of the
star.

3.3. Si IV L ine V ariations
The Si IV lines at 1393.7 and 1402.7 show two types ofA�

variability. The Ðrst is represented by strong absorption
features that appear at D [150 km s~1 from line center
and then drift to velocities as high as [1800 km s~1. These

FIG. 5.ÈComparison of the core region of the Si IV j1403 proÐle during
10 minute segments at the end of orbits 7È10, i.e., near hours 18, 20, 22, and
24 in Fig. The temporal continuum variations have been removed.2.

are caused by either ionization variations or density
enhancements within the stellar wind and are generally
referred to as discrete absorption components, or DACs.
The second variation occurs within the line core of the
putative photospheric component and is typically much
smaller than the variations within the DACs. The variations
within the high- and low-velocity components of the Si IV

lines will be discussed in the third paper in this series. Here
we will simply describe the properties that are most closely
related to an interpretation of the variations in the UV
continuum.

In Figure we plot the equivalent widths of the Si IV4
j1402.3 line for both the GHRS and IUE data sets. Because
the DAC features contaminated the blue wind of the line,
only that portion of the proÐle between [50 and 250 km
s~1 was used in determining the equivalent width for the
GHRS data. The entire proÐle was used for the IUE data
because of the lower S/N there. Although the IUE obser-
vations again show a much higher noise level, there is a
clear similarity in the EW time histories, especially during
the pronounced dip centered near hour 6. Thus, the equiva-
lent width appears to vary periodically with an ephemeris
that is the same as that shown by the UV continuum and
X-ray Ñuxes. This implies that whatever causes the Si IV EW
variations is corotating with the star. Note, however, that a
comparison of Figure with the UV continuum variations4
shown in Figure shows no obvious correlations between2
the two time series. Thus, the variations in the UV contin-
uum and the Si IV line probably arise from totally di†erent
regions of the stellar atmosphere.

To characterize the Si IV variations further we examined
the line proÐles. We were particularly interested in Ðne
structure that drifted either from blue to red, as expected for
surface spots (see, e.g., & Penrod or from red toVogt 1983)
blue, as expected from a low-velocity component of the
DACs. A sample comparison is shown in Figure While5.
some Ðne structure did appear (e.g., the narrow feature seen
in orbit 10 near 100 km s~1), there was no evidence for a
drift in wavelength. In most cases, the proÐle variations
were relatively broad band (covering a velocity range of
300È400 km s~1) and tended to be symmetric with about 0
velocity, with the greatest intensity variations occurring at
line center.

4. INTERPRETATION

There are two possible models that might explain period-
ic continuum variations having the rotation period of the
star. The Ðrst involves large-scale temperature inhomoge-
neities on the stellar surface (see, e.g., whileBohlender 1994),
the second assumes absorbing clouds of gas that are tied to
the stellar surface by magnetic Ðelds and are forced to coro-
tate with the star (see, e.g., & Bolton In thisShort 1994).
section we will examine the evidence for each of these inter-
pretations.

4.1. Starspots
To simulate the e†ects of starspots we developed a com-

puter program in which the assumed intensity distribution
across the stellar surface was held in a rectangular Mercator
grid having a resolution of in latitude and in longi-0¡.9 1¡.8
tude. Our model ignored e†ects of rotationally induced
oblateness, but incorporated a 45¡ rotational obliquity,
limb darkening (after J. Lester 1997, private communi-
cation), and foreshortening. To simplify the problem, we
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further assumed a two-component intensity distribution
with the photosphere having an intensity of 1 and the spots
having an intensity of 0. Once we speciÐed spot distribution
we could calculate the expected time variations by
specifying a sequence of central longitudes and summing
the intensity distribution over the visible disk for each of
these in turn.

Our principal concern in this modeling was to Ðt the
small-amplitude dip that is centered at phase 0.27 (hour 11)
in Figure since this lasted no longer than 8 hr, or about2,
0.3 cycles. We discovered that we could not generate light
curves with dips shorter than D0.42 cycles, even with
drastic ad hoc assumptions for the limb darkening law and
the spot latitude. The dashed line in Figure below is an8
example of the briefest, and still unsatisfactory, Ñux dips we
could produce with a spot model.

As a second test of the spot model we estimated the e†ects
that such a spot would have on the Si IV line proÐles to see
whether these would be observable in our data. We
employed the same basic computer model as that used to
examine the continuum variations, except that in this case
the radial velocities at each element of the surface were
computed and used to shift the spectra during the integra-
tion. The photosphere was assumed to have a Kurucz

spectrum consistent with K and log(1993) Teff \ 28,000
(g) \ 4, while the spots had a similar spectrum calculated
for K and log (g) \ 4. We assumed that theTeff \ 20,000
spot was located at a latitude of 45¡ so it transits the pro-
jected center of the star. The area was adjusted such that the
intensity was decreased by a maximum of 3%. Figure 6
shows the expected e†ects when the spot is at disk center
and at longitudes that are plus and minus 45¡ from disk
center. In this Ðgure we have divided the spectra obtained
when a spot is present by a reference spectrum calculated
from an immaculate star. The signature of the spot is clearly
evident as narrow apparent emission features for both of the
Si IV lines as well as for numerous weaker lines throughout
the spectrum. There is also an appreciable drift from blue to
red wavelengths as the spot is advected across the surface.
Note that the expected Si IV related emission features
become asymmetric when the spot is away from disk center.
This is caused by the large intrinsic width of the photo-
spheric line proÐle.

As a Ðnal test of the starspot model, we applied the
maximum entropy method (MEM) algorithm of Vogt,
Penrod, & Hatzes to the variations of the photo-(1987)
spheric component of the j1403 line. Some preconditioning
of the data was done for this step. Thus, a continuum level
was Ðrst determined by Ðtting rotational proÐles to this
component until a minimization of the errors with this Ðt
were obtained (this led to a value of 320 km s~1). We also
spliced the blue wing of the j1394 line to the j1403 proÐle
for this modeling. We then synthesized rotationally
broadened proÐles as a function of rotational phase for a
variety of inhomogeneous abundance-patch models, with
models oriented both equator-on and at 45¡ to the observer.
None of these models produced convincing surface maps.
For example, a model that permits the local surface abun-
dance of silicon to vary both by positive and negative values
around the solar abundance Ðtted the proÐles well, but it
resulted in a sandwich-layered picture of Si-rich and
Si-poor structures. Models in which the surface abundance
was allowed to increase, as is observed in He-rich Bp stars,
produced long, diagonally oriented features on the surface.

FIG. 6.ÈSpectroscopic Ðne structure in the observed GHRS wave-
length region that is predicted to result from a surface spot at longitudes of
(a) [45¡, (b) 0¡ (disk center), and (c) ]45¡ from a model of a rotating c Cas.
The spot temperature is assumed to be 24,000 K and to have an area
sufficient to reduce the continuum level by a maximum of 2%. The plots
represent the ratio of Ñuxes with the spot to those from an immaculate star
disk. The vertical lines show the centers of the photospheric Si IV lines.
Each of the absorption/emission features above a level of 0.2% is due to
nearby weak spectral lines.

These solutions did not Ðt the observed line proÐles well.
We are convinced that the sandwich- and elongated-shaped
patterns in our surface disk solutions are the MEM algo-
rithmÏs attempt to compensate for the lack of blue-to-red
migrating features in the line proÐles.

The absence of the expected starspot related features in
the observed Si IV proÐles (see as well as the failure of°3.3.),
a starspot model to reproduce the observed continuum
variations, leads us to discard the starspot hypothesis. We
now examine the alternative model of corotating, circum-
stellar clouds.

4.2. Corotating Clouds
4.2.1. Fitting the Continuum Variations

Continuum light-curve dips may be made arbitrarily
short if they arise from absorption within an elevated cloud
that is attached to the surface and forced to corotate with
the star. Such entities have been described as ““ spokes ÏÏ in
the Be star literature (see, e.g., & PenrodVogt 1983 ;

& Bolton and asHarmanec 1987 ; Short 1994)
““ magnetospheres ÏÏ in the context of Bp stars (see, e.g., Shore
& Brown To evaluate this concept, we wrote an addi-1990).
tional computer program that models the projected stellar
disk as a circle on a square grid and computes the projected
path of a spherical, corotating cloud against the back-
ground star disk.

There are a large number of free parameters in this mod-
eling process, including the cloud shape, size (radius), ele-
vation, optical depth, and the latitude at which it is attached
to the stellar surface. To make the problem more tractable,
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TABLE 1

MODELED SPHERICAL CLOUD PROPERTIES

Latitude Cloud Elevation Cloud Radius
Dip Feature (deg) (R

*
) (R

*
) Transmission

Secondary . . . . . . . . . . ]15È]30 0.25È0.30 0.16È0.26 0.5È0.85
Reference Latitude : ]30 0.30 0.26 0.85
Primary . . . . . . . . . . . . . ]30È]60 0.36È0.35 0.33È0.32 0.75È0.85
Reference Latitude : ]30 0.35 0.32 0.80
Tertiary . . . . . . . . . . . . . ]15È]75 1.9È1.5 1.0È0.94 0.95È0.98
Reference Latitude : ]30 1.7 0.69 0.98

we assumed arbitrarily that the clouds are spherical in
shape with a constant density throughout, so that the trans-
mission is maximum at cloud center and decreases toward
the edge. We note in passing that a pancake-shaped cloud
(slab) may also serve as a reasonable geometry if the clouds
are physical similar to solar prominences. We also assume
that the cloud is located radially above its attached latitude.
Under these assumptions there are two primary cloud
properties that a†ect the shape of the light curve. These are
the size of the cloud and the latitude at which it is anchored.
A small cloud ingresses quickly onto the stellar disk and
then obscures a constant fraction of the surface, so that its
e†ect largely mirrors the stellar-limb darkening. Larger
clouds, on the other hand, take a longer time to move onto
the stellar disk and also tend to average out the e†ects of
limb darkening during disk transit. Their light curves there-
fore tend to have broad wings (see Fig. On the other7a).
hand, clouds anchored at di†erent latitudes (Fig. will7b)
transit di†erent parts of the disk. At extreme latitudes parts
of the cloud may not occult the disk very much and there-
fore have little e†ect on the light curve. Additionally, the
projected centers of these clouds spend little or no time
transiting the stellar disk, so their sizes must be large to
match an observed dip amplitude. With large sizes the light
curves of extreme-latitude models show very extended
wings. This attribute is not seen directly in Figure 7b.

As the height of a corotating cloud increases, the cloud
takes a shorter time to transit the disk. Thus, for a given
cloud size and latitude, the time from Ðrst to last contact
can be directly related to the elevation of the cloud. Once
the cloud size is determined from the shape of the light
curve, the cloud transmission, which also trades o† against
the cloud size, can be estimated from the maximum ampli-
tude of the variation.

Our procedure of modeling the data consisted of inter-
actively adjusting the cloud parameters and then compar-
ing the synthetic light curves with the observations. We
were able to determine acceptable Ðts by using three clouds.
The deduced properties of these clouds are presented in

while the synthetic light curve is shown in FigureTable 1, 8.
In making this Ðt we assumed that the continuum level seen
between phases 0 and 0.1 represents that of the unspotted
star, since it remains constant for nearly 3 hr. Overall, the Ðt
is very good except for the region between phases 0.42 and
0.52, where the Ñux exceeds 1. Note that during this time the
secondary cloud is just moving o† the disk, while the
primary cloud is starting to move onto the star. Thus, the
excess emission may result from warm (D20,000 K)
material from one or both of these complexes being viewed
above the limb of the star.

There is some ambiguity in the cloud properties because
of the competing e†ects of cloud latitude and size. Thus,

FIG. 7.ÈL eft : E†ect of cloud radius on the shape of the light curve resulting from the disk transit of a spherical, optically thin, corotating cloud. In all
cases the clouds are assumed to be at a latitude of 30¡ and have an elevation of Right : E†ect of cloud latitude on the light curve shape. Here the0.3R

*
.

elevation is and the cloud radius is0.3R
*
, 0.3R

*
.
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acceptable Ðts could be obtained over a range of latitudes
by appropriately adjusting the size. For this reason we have
presented the results in two ways in First, since weTable 1.
were able to obtain acceptable Ðts for all of the clouds when
assuming a latitude of 30¡, we have tabulated the cloud size,
elevation, and transmission obtained when using this lati-
tude. Second, we tabulated the full latitude range over
which acceptable Ðts were produced as well as the range of
other parameters required in these Ðts. The cloud param-
eters given in should be viewed only as representa-Table 1
tive numbers rather than absolute values, since they also
depend upon the shape of the source. For example, if the
source were a pancake (uniformly thin) slab rather than a
sphere, we Ðnd that the calculated size would be about
10%È20% smaller and the transmission would be slightly
larger than for the spherical model. A cloud that is elon-
gated in the azimuthal direction will mimic a larger, less
elevated, and less transparent spherical cloud. Although we
have not explicitly modeled polar-elongated clouds, which
are the preferred orientation of the magnetospheric tori
conceived by & Brown for Bp stars, we antici-Shore (1990)
pate these would mimic spherical clouds that are larger, less
transparent, but more elevated.

To summarize the results from the two cloudsTable 1,
causing the primary and secondary dips in the GHRS Ñux
curve are likely to be attached to points on the star at
intermediate latitudes and have elevations and sizes that are
comparable, say The transmissions have relativelyD0.3R

*
.

low values of 80%È85%. The recovered light dip shown in
the inset of Figure must have a much higher elevation8
than the Ðrst two clouds, probably well in excess of a stellar
radius. In order to match the ingress wing of this Ñux dip,
both the size and transmission of the third cloud must be
large. The attached latitude of this cloud is poorly con-
strained.

A few general inferences on the distribution of the clouds
on the projected stellar surface can also be made from IUE

results in Figure The Ðrst is the suggestion of a pair of2.
dips separated by 10 hr, which is the pattern seen more
clearly in the GHRS Ñux curve. Second, note the hint of a
dip, again accentuated at shorter wavelengths, at hours 25
and 29. This occurs at a rotational phase not included in the
GHRS observations but covered by the RXT E obser-
vations that show a sustained maximum at this phase

The hint of a UV continuum feature at this phase(Paper I).
is also interesting because the IUE observations started at
what appears to be the end of a dip. This egressing feature is
consistent with the dip at hours 25È29 if indeed the rota-
tional period is 1.123 days (27 hr). Altogether, the existence
of the cloud features from the GHRS and IUE Ñuxes sug-
gests that there may be as many as four activity complexes.
Thus their arrangement is not consistent with a simple
dipole geometry.

4.2.2. Consequences from the Color Variations

An indication of the internal properties of the clouds can
be obtained from the color variations discussed in ° To do3.
this we Ðrst used the SYNSPEC program Lanz, &(Hubeny,
Je†ery to calculate the line-blanketed, LTE opacity as1994)
a function of wavelength for a series of isothermal clouds
having a speciÐed temperature, electron density, and turbu-
lence. These calculations used the full line listKurucz (1993)
and assumed solar abundances. In all cases we assumed an
electron density of 1 ] 1011 cm~3 and a turbulence of 20
km s~1, though the results were found to be relatively insen-
sitive to these values. A column density was selected for
each temperature so that the transmission of the cloud in
the continuum near 1400 equaled 0.8 (see TheA� Table 1).
calculated opacities, were converted to transmissions,qj, Tj,though the relation The computed trans-Tj \ exp ([qj).missions were then averaged into 20 wide bins over theA�
wavelength region spanned by the SWP IUE camera in
order to simulate the averages taken in the color analysis of
the IUE data.

FIG. 8.ÈComparison of the time history of UV continuum Ñuxes measured from the GHRS spectra with theoretical Ðts expected from clouds anchored at
a latitude of 30¡ and having sizes, elevations, and transmissions as speciÐed in (solid line). The recovered tertiary feature and its Ðt are shown as anTable 1
inset. The excess observed Ñux at phases 0.4È0.5 is interpreted as emission from hot clouds located above the stellar limb. The dotted line centered on the
secondary cloud feature represents the closest Ðt possible with a starspot model.
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If a cloud has a fractional area f given by andAcloud/Astara transmission then the observed intensity at any givenTj,wavelength [I(j)] will be related to the immaculate stellar
intensity through the relation[I0(j)]

I(j)\ I0(j)[1[ f (1 [ Tj)] . (1)

Dividing I(j) by the observed intensity at a reference
wavelength then gives a color index, C(j) :

C(j)\ I(j)
Iref(j)

\ C0(j)
1 [ f (1 [ Tj)
1 [ f (1[ Tref)

, (2)

where is the intrinsic Ñux ratio for the immaculateC0(j)
star. Setting equal to 1, as done in Figure gives anC0(j) 3,
expression for the relative Ñux ratio variations in terms of
the cloud transmission and area. Adopting a fractional
cloud area of 0.1 (see it is then possible to compareTable 1),
the observed color variations with those expected from dif-
ferent temperature clouds.

Our results for hot (D40,000 K) and warm (D20,000 K)
clouds turned out not to be interesting because cloud trans-
missions are relatively constant. The resulting colors are
almost gray, yielding transmissions of D0.99 for a column
density of 1022 cm~2. For cloud temperatures below about
15,000 K, absorption by the well-known ““ iron curtain ÏÏ
begins to dominate the continuum absorption. It is not
until we reach cloud temperatures below 10,000 K that we
see the drop in the Ñux below 1300 that shows up in theA�
observations. This is a combination of line blanketing and
the red wing of Lya absorption caused by the recombi-
nation of hydrogen at these cooler temperatures.

In Figure we compare the expected color changes for9
cloud temperatures of 9000, 7000, and 5000 K with the
observed color amplitudes taken from the center of the
main intensity dip (at hour 21) in Figure The hydrogen3.
column density used in these models was 1] 1022 cm~2.
Although it is likely that a cloud would actually show a
range of temperatures, the Ðts to our coolest models are
reasonably satisfactory. This agreement is additional evi-
dence that clouds, not spots, are responsible for the UV
continuum variations. The cool temperature of the clouds

FIG. 9.ÈTheoretical, line-blanketed Ñux variations with wavelength
caused by optically thin clouds with an area of 0.1 a transmission nearR

*
,

1400 of 80% (see and temperatures of 9000, 7000, and 5000 K.A� Table 1),
The curves are normalized to 1 at a wavelength of 1960 Triangles showA� .
the measured Ñux changes at hour 21 (Fig. which is at the center of the2),
primary UV continuum dip. Estimated errors range from the size of the
symbols at short wavelengths to about half this value at long wavelengths.

would also naturally account for the fact that they produce
no visible signature in the Si IV line proÐles.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A number of results have emerged from the study of the
variations of the ultraviolet continuum and photospheric
Si IV doublet of c Cas :

1. The UV continuum variations observed with the
GHRS can also be identiÐed in a time series of IUE spectra
taken 2 months earlier. This fact suggests that the regions
responsible for these variations are stable over at least that
time interval.

2. Phasing the IUE and GHRS light curves allowed us to
reÐne the rotational period of the star. The revised period is
1.123 days.

3. The Si IV equivalent width varied on the stellar rota-
tion period ; however, variations in the Si IV lines were
uncorrelated with those seen in the UV continuum, which
suggests that the two e†ects arise from di†erent regions. The
Si IV line proÐle variations are complicated and our dis-
cussion regarding them is postponed to Paper III in this
series.

4. The continuum variations are unlikely to originate
from low-temperature regions on the stellar surface (i.e.,
starspots). Such features are not able to account for the
relatively short lifetime of the individual dips in the UV Ñux
curve and would also produce a well-deÐned spectroscopic
signature in the Si IV line proÐle, which is not observed.

5. The most likely source of the UV variations are opti-
cally thin clouds that are forced to corotate with the star.
These clouds have areas of about 10% of the stellar disk
and are typically suspended from 0.2 to above the0.4R

*surface, although there is evidence for clouds also at a much
greater height (e.g., Assuming a gas density of1.7R

*
).

D1011 cm~3, the clouds have a typical mass of 10~11 M
_and a physical depth scale of 106 km. The low temperature

of about 7000 K explains why these clouds do not leave a
signature in the Si IV line proÐles.

The close association between the UV and X-ray varia-
tions discussed in implies that the cool clouds arePaper I
probably formed in the same, presumably magnetic, com-
plexes as those producing the observed X-ray Ñux. The
derived cool temperatures for the clouds therefore were a
surprise to us, given the high levels of X-rays as well as the
strong UV radiation from c Cas itself. However, Cameron-

& Robinson have discussed similar coolCollier (1989)
cloud-like structures for the case of the active G8ÈK0 V star
AB Dor. They point out that in magnetic prominence
models that have low nonradiative heating rates, plasma
structures will be forced to high densities and low tem-
peratures by a thermal instability et al. The(Serio 1981).
cloud densities, temperatures, and magnetic loop lengths in
their models are all similar to the values we have deter-
mined for the clouds in c Cas. Thus, a reasonable picture for
producing cool corotating clouds might involve a similar
thermal instability mechanism.

A loose end in our analysis is the occurrence of a brief
Ñux maximum in the light curve, which amounts to 2.7% at
phase 0.47 (Fig. phase 0.4È0.5). A straightforward expla-8,
nation of this feature is that it is the thermal emission from a
warm circumstellar cloud seen beyond the limb. Indeed, if
the cloud had an ambient temperature of the outer atmo-
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sphere (18,000È20,000 K), one can show that this ““ excess
emission ÏÏ is consistent with the cloud sizes derived in Table

This conclusion is contradicted, however, by the cool1.
cloud temperature and hence low emissivity in the ultraviol-
et implied by our analysis of the IUE color data. A conceiv-
able way around this problem is to suppose that the clouds
are larger than the values we derived for the homogeneous
case and that they contain a mixture of both cool and hot
temperature volumes. A suitably thermally stratiÐed cloud
could then explain all the color and monochromatic Ñux
changes we have reported.

We are indebted to Ivan Hubeny for porting his
SYNSPEC line synthesis program to our computer and for
pointing out to us the spectral signature of infalling comets
onto rapidly rotating stars. It is a pleasure to thank John
Lester for his calculation of ultraviolet limb darkening func-
tions for our use, and Steve Shore and Blair Savage for
discussions on a number of issues addressed in this paper,
particularly concerning the Lya blanketing by an occulting
cloud. This study was supported in part by NASA contract
GO-6086.01-94A.

APPENDIX A

REMOVAL OF GIMP EFFECTS FROM THE GHRS DATA

Geomagnetically induced motion pertubations (or GIMPs) result from the interaction of the internal focusing Ðelds of the
GHRS detector with the geomagnetic Ðeld of the Earth. This interaction can cause the image of the spectrum to shift
perpendicular to the dispersion so that parts of the spectrum fall o† the detector diodes, which results in a variation in the
detected intensity. The e†ect is particularly difficult to correct because the axis of the diode array is not exactly perpendicular
to the dispersion direction, and therefore the magnitude and form of the variations varies along the array.

Our correction procedure started by reducing the number of spectra to a manageable level by binning the time sequence
into e†ective 60 s integrations.

We then deÐned ““ windows ÏÏ of about 285 km s~1 (19 pixels) width at 10 locations across the array, three to the blue of the
various components of the j1394 line and seven to the red of the photospheric j1403 line. These windows are comparable to
the velocity cycle length of small migrating features that appear throughout the pseudo-continuum region of the spectrum

When all Ñuxes within a window are binned together, the positive and negative excursions of the migrating(Smith 1995).
pattern tend to average out. We then constructed time histories of the total Ñuxes within each of these windows. Each of these
10 Ñux histories showed a sinusoidal-dip pattern, which is the GIMP distortion to be removed. Our next step was to Ðt the
maxima of each sinusoidal time history with a ninth-degree Chebyshev polynomial. This particular function is sensitive to the
curvature in the actual variable Ñux output from the star late in our observations, yet it did not cause artiÐcial ringing. This
Ðtted function then represents an estimate of the actual Ñux of the star at the wavelength of the particular window, while the
ratio of the estimated Ñux and the observed Ñux in each window represents the multiplicative correction factor to be applied
at that wavelength. Next, we Ðtted a second-order polynomial function at each 1 minute time interval through the appropriate
set of 10 correction factors, thereby specifying the correction at each wavelength point. The corrected spectrum was then
determined simply by multiplying the observed spectrum by the deduced parabolic correction factor. Note that our correc-
tions remove most or all of any stellar signal having a timescale less than D30 minutes.

Inspection of the corrected Ñuxes showed occasional Ñuctuations in a particular wavelength range compared to the Ñuxes in
neighboring spectra. We interpreted these local Ñuctuations as signatures of mild ringing and therefore suppressed them by
passing an FFT Ðlter through the time histories of all 500 pixels in the spectra, rejecting any single deviations (i.e., Ðltering out
signals shorter than 2 minutes). This Ðnal step removes any data signal, instrumental or otherwise, for timescales shorter than
this limit.
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